Thermal-induced two dimensional beam distortion in planar waveguide amplifiers.
Mode characteristics in the solid-state planar waveguide (PWG) laser amplifiers are investigated theoretically, in consideration of the temperature gradient generated by cooling across the thickness and by pumping inhomogeneity along the width direction. When variation of the refractive index along the width direction is dominated by the lower spatial frequencies, the vector wave equation is solved analytically by means of the perturbation method. It is similar to the zigzag slab amplifier in which the phase aberration depending on the width coordinate plays the most important role to cause degradation of the beam quality. The crossing mode distortions owing to two dimension nature of the index variations are illustrated, and that mode profile is varied by the index variation along both the thickness and the width directions. Modes in the single-mode or the few-mode PWGs are shown to suffer weaker thermal-induced distortion across the thickness than those in the multi-mode PWGs.